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Quality first, credibility oriented, management oriented, sincere service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Company Add: 1st Floor,Building A ,No.20,Hetai Road,Hebian,Jiahe,baiyun District,Guangzhou.               

Factory Add: Shanguang New Industrial Zone, Cheluo Town, Gaoyou, Jiangsu Province.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Email ID: yx006@chinayxjx.com        Whatsapp/Wechat ID: 13710320716   

MP：0086-13710320716                 Attn: Riphen zhang  
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※ Machine’s Quotation: 

 

No.  Description 

  

Picture Qty. Unit Price 

(USD/SET) 

Total Price 

(USD) 

1 RHJ-C-50L Vacuum Emulsifying 

Mixer 

 making cream,lotion, 

paste,etc. 

 homogenizer on the top, 

two-way stirring up mixer; 

with oil and water tanks; 

 electric heating,water cooling;  

 Siemens motors,Taiwan   

Delta inverter,French  

Schneider buttons; 

 

1 set 13800 13800 

TOTAL VALUE : USD  FOB Guangzhou 

 SAY US DOLLARS FOURTEEN THOUSAND ONEHUNDRED AND SEVENTY ONLY 

 

※  Machine’s Specification: 

 

Yuxiang RHJ-C-50L Vacuum Emulsifying Mixer  

 

 

  This unit adopts top coaxial triplet blender, hydraulic raise-fall open cover, rotate speed of low-speed 

wall-scrapping blender is: 0-80r/min (frequency conversion timing), homogenizer adopts high Shearing eddy 

emulsifying blender, low-speed wall-scrapping blender stick to boiler bottom and boiler wall automatically. It 

adopts vacuum suction and especially adopts vacuum suction to powder material to avoid powder flying 

everywhere. This unit accords with GMP manufacture requirement completely and is most advanced and ideal 

cream and frost production equipment in China. 
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1.Main pot (3 layers) 

No  Item  Description  Remark  

1.1 Volume  Full volume: 60L, capacity: 50L Loading coefficient 0.8 

1.2 Heating  Electric heating, power: 3KW Normal pressure 

1.3 Structure  

3 layers, hydraulic lift system, tilt discharge products, 

clockwise &counter-clockwise mixing way, top 

homogenizer  

 

       

Two-way up mixer  

1.4 Material Internal layer: SUS316L,  thick: 5mm 
Stainless steel from: 

Finland 
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Middle layer: SUS304,    thick: 5mm Quality certificate 

External layer:SUS304,    thick 3 mm 
Insulation media: 

aluminum silicate 

All material touch part is SS316,include homogenizer 

and disperser, valve, etc. 
 

1.5 Lid 

Material filter, vacuum pressure meter, vacuum 

discharge valve, vacuum inlet, positive pressure inlet, 

CIP spray ball, sight glass light, sight window, 

man-hole, hopper   

 

Sanitation grade 

accessories & valves 

1.6 

Mixing  Clockwise & counter-clockwise mixing SUS316L 

Mixing technical 

parameter 
Power: 1.1KW, speed:  0 – 80 rpm 

Siemens motor 

Taiwan Delta 

                                

 

   Siemens motor                                                                   spray ball 

1.7 

Homogenizer  Top homogenizer SUS316L 

Homogenizer technical 

parameter 
Power: 2.2KW, speed:  0 – 3000 rpm 

Siemens motor; Taiwan 

inverter 

Processing methods 
Rotor and stator adopts wire-cutting finish machining, 

polishing treatment before assembly 

Axis adopt dynamic 

balance processing 

 

1.8 Sealing 
Adopting Germany Bergman mechanical seal, NSK 

bearing made in Japan 
 

1.9 Polishing level 
Internal and external sanitation polishing, fully meet 

the requirements of GMP hygiene standards； 
320U 

2.0 
Water-ring Vacuum 

Pump 
0.75KW Siemens Brand 

 Sight window & high temperature 

resistance quartz glass 
Taiwan Delta 

inverter 
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2．Water pot technical parameter (3 layers)： 

No Item Configuration and technical parameter Note 

2.1 volume Full volume: 48L, capacity:40L; Loading coefficient 0.8 

2.2 heating Electric heating, power: 6KW; Normal pressure 

2.3 structure 
Three layer, on the cover, coping with unilateral 

quickly dispersion, the material out from bottom; 
 

2.4 Material 

Internal layer: SUS316L,  thick: 4mm 
Stainless steel 

from:Finland 

Middle layer: SUS304,    thick:4mm 
Clip set of thickness: 

50mm 

External layer:SUS304,    thick 3 mm 
Insulation medium: 

guisuanlu: 

2.5 Dispersion.parameters 
Top inclined insert installation, scattered motor power 

for 0.37 KW, scattered speed for 960 R.P.M 
Siemens motor 

2.6 Polishing level 
Internal and external sanitation polishing, fully meet 

the requirements of GMP hygiene standards 
320U 

3．Oil pot technical parameter (3 layers)： 

No. Item Configuration and Technique Parameters Note 

3.1 Design Capacity Full volume: 30L;  Working volume: 25L; loading coefficient0.8 

3.2 Heating Method The jacket is electrical heating 6KW 
operating pressure is 

normal pressure 

3.3 Basic structure 
Three layers, opening on the side, top with fast 

scattered, bottom discharging; 
 

3.4 tank material 

Contact parts material: SUS316L; thickness: 4mm; Imported material: Finland 

The jacket is electrical heating: SUS304,                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

Thickness: 4mm 
Include material certificate 

Outer insulating layer: SUS304，Thickness: 3mm 
Insulation medium: pure 

aluminum silicate 

NSK bearing made 

in Japan 

Adopting Germany Bergman 

mechanical seal 
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3.5 Dispersion parameter 
The top installs inclined insert. Distributed motor 

power: 0.37KW. Disperse rotate speed: 960r/min; 
Siemens motor 

3.6 Polishing grade 
Polished inside and outside are sanitary degree, 

completely fit GMP hygienic standard 
320U 

                                

           high speed dispersion plate                            Siemens motor   

4．Electric control system： 

NO. Item Configuration and technical parameter Note 

4.1 
Electric control connect 

with Main frame 

outer layer material: adopt SUS304 Stainless steel 

plate, thickness:2mm 
Stainless steel plate 

Meter: thermometer, Time digital display met, Current 

voltmeter 
Delixi brand 

Button: Each function switch control button, Power 

indicator light, scram etc. 

Schneider  

 

The electrical components：include various control 

relay 
Delix 

                                              

Schneider Electric button    Digital display type time relay     Temperature control meter       voltmeter 

4.2 lifting system Hydraulic elevator way, oil pump power:0.55KW; include hydraulic oil 

4.3 Temperature control 
Bottom of insert type, hygiene degree: PT100, 

50-200℃ 
M12 

 

※ Some photos with my customer: 

We Provide machine not only for domestic customer, but also have customers from Turkey, Brazil, Spain, 

Slovenia, German, France, Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, India, Vietnam, Saudia Arabia, Dubai, Ethiopia, Algeria, 

Nigeria, Uganda, Egypt, Dubai, USA, Austria, and so on, and we get good feedback from 

them.
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※ Factory picture: 
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※ Exhibition shop picture: 

   

   

  

※ Company Certificate: 

Business license of head-company and factory 
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Certificate of Foreign Trade Dealers, SGS, CE, CCIC 

       

※ Sales-service information: 

 

Price Basis: EXW Guangzhou, we can responsible for send the goods to your ware house which in 

Guangzhou city (also can accept offer the FOB, CFR, CIF price)  

Delivery Time: Within 35 working days since the receipt of 30% deposit. 

Payment Term: 30% deposit by T/T before production, 70% balance should be paid by T/T before 

shipment. 

Package: Plywood Case Packing 

Warranty: One year since the date of installation. If there is any wearing part be broken within the 

warranty and isn’t caused by un-properly operation, then the Seller would offer the new parts for free. 

Inspection: The buyer will do the machine inspection when the machines are ready. 

Machine Installation or Fixing: If Buyer requires Seller’s engineer to install or fix the machine locally 

in due course, the Buyer should pay the round air ticket cost and arrange the hotel accommodation as 

well as the means for Seller’s engineer. 

The validity time of this quotation is 30 days. If the current exchange rates on order date lower than 

quotation date, we suggest you pay the amount as according to the current exchange rates on order 

date. (Now offer date’s exchange rate USD: RMB=1: 63) 

 


